MANUFACTURING PROJECTS

**01 PROJECT TITLE:** POWTRAN HIGH VOLTAGE TRANSFORMERS

**Location:** St. Catherine and Clarendon

**Summary**
POWTRAN refurbishes, remanufactures and supplies superior quality electrical transformers in various sizes and voltage outputs. The company also provides consultancy, training and maintenance services for the energy sector. With no direct competition in the region and a guaranteed buyer, POWTRAN projects revenue growth of 40% and 50% in years 2 and 3 of operation.

POWTRAN is seeking equity investment in its operations.

**Available documents:** Project Profile, Financial Analysis

**02 PROJECT TITLE:** ICARD AUTOMOTIVE PARTS REMANUFACTURE AND DISTRIBUTION

**Location:** St. Catherine and Clarendon

**Summary**
Inter-Caribbean Automotive Parts Re-Manufacture and Distribution (ICARD) is a manufacturing and distribution business, which specialises in the remanufacturing and distribution of used auto parts. The company operates in the regional auto parts trade which is a growing trade valued at over US$175 million annually.

ICARD is seeking equity investment.

**Available Documents:** Project Profile, Financial Analysis
**PROJECT TITLE:** AIRQTEC

**Location:** Manchester

**Summary**

SPECTRA Air is startup company which has developed an indoor air quality monitor which detects and alerts response to the numerous incidences of “Sick Building Syndrome” which plagues the health sector, occurring in both public and private offices. Through the use of bio-gens which can cause negative long term effects on the human body.

SPECTRA Air is seeking equity investment.

**Available Documents:** Product Description

---

**PROJECT TITLE:** ETSENIO FACTORY EXPANSION

**Location:** Manchester

**Summary**

Ansel Development Ltd, trading as Ettenio is a manufacturer of personal care and beauty products, in the niche vegan industry. With 9 product lines and over 70 items, the company is looking to expand its footprint through factory expansion and retail locations across Jamaica.

Ansel Development is seeking equity investment of up to 20% of the company’s value.

**Available Documents:** Financial Assumptions
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05 PROJECT TITLE: RECYCLED SMART STREET LIGHTS

Location: St. Catherine

Summary
Solid Power’s recycled smart streetlamp is an award-winning innovation, using aluminum waste, IOT technology and solar power. The project is expected to significantly reduce the amount of aluminum waste discarded and provides an alternative to traditional lamps using 40% less energy.

The company is seeking equity investment for its rollout.

Available Documents: Financial Assumptions

06 PROJECT TITLE: ST. THOMAS RENAISSANCE FOUNDATION APPAREL MANUFACTURING

Location: St. Thomas

Summary
The St. Thomas Renaissance Foundation Inc is a registered non-profit organisation focussed on local economic development. The organisation is proposing to develop a garment manufacturing facility in St. Thomas for the export market, targeting large retailers in the USA. In partnership with a research and marketing firm, the Foundation has developed a multi income business model to promote St Thomas and Jamaican culture, as well as provide opportunities for citizens.

The St. Thomas Renaissance Foundation Inc is seeking equity investment or partnership in its operations to commence activity.